# BIM Process Timeline

## DESIGN

- **A/E Team**
  - CD Model + COBie Deliverable

## CONSTRUCTION

- **A/E Team to Incorporate and Coordinate Revisions to Design Model**

## POST-CONSTRUCTION

- **A/E Team to Review Incorporate Final Revisions to Design Model**

### Collaboration for Revit

- **A360**
  - Coordination & Clash Detection
  - Construction Document
  - Shop Drawings
  - COBie

### Collaboration Platform

- **Unforeseen Conditions/ RFIs**
- **Supplemental Instructions**
- **Change Orders**
- **Sketches**

### COBie Deliverable

- **Ideate BIMLink**

### Construction As-built Model

- **LOD 500**

### Construction Document

- **Validated Data**
  - Operators AIM Transfer
  - Owner Construction Data

### View/Read Access Only

- **Approved Deliverables for FM/AM**
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